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Program overview
The Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning (AIML) program is designed to put 
you on the path to an exciting, evolving career that is predicted to grow sharply into 2025 
and beyond.  Artificial intelligence and Machine Learning will impact all segments of daily 
life by 2025, with applications in a wide range of industries such as healthcare,                   
transportation, insurance, transport and logistics and even customer service. The need for 
AI specialists exists in just about every field as companies seek to give computers the ability 
to think, learn and adapt.

In this program, you will learn the use of mathematics, programming approaches            
(deep learning, unsupervised learning, data preprocessing, etc.) programming tools                      
(programming, like "frameworks" and libraries, and languages, like Python and R) in the     
particular context of artificial intelligence.

Program outline
The AIML program provides training in the skills required for a career in AI. You will master 
TensorFlow, Machine Learning, and other AI concepts, plus the programming languages 
needed to design intelligent agents, deep learning algorithms & advanced artificial neural 
networks that use predictive analytics to solve  real-time decision-making problems.

You will design and build your own intelligent agents and apply them to create practical AI 
projects including games, machine learning models, logic constraint satisfaction                
problems, knowledge-based systems, probabilistic models, agent decision-making        
functions and more.

You will also understand and master the concepts and principles of machine learning, 
including its mathematical and heuristic aspects.
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Skills aquired
Use programming languages

Solve computer problems with Math

Exploit the principle of object-oriented programming

Develop transactional web applications

Develop game or simulation applications

You will use the skills and competencies gained during the program to work on an            
Artificial Intelligence/Machine Learning project.

Top career choices
Artificial Intelligence Analyst

Artificial Intelligence Programmer

Machine Learning Technologist

Machine Learning Analyst

Application Developer

Data Scientist

Data Technologist
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Duration
2 Years / 4 Semesters

Admission requirements
Language proficiency requirements SDS countries: Overall IELTS 6.0 and nothing less 
than 5.5 in any One individual module.

Language proficiency requirements non-SDS countries: IELTS 
5.5 (nothing less than 5.5 band in any individual 2      modules) 
or equivalent language proficiency (TOEFL, CAE, DUOLINGO) or 
Matrix AAP English.

Academic requirements: Bachelors or equivalent.


